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Exchange Technology
Values Enabler has unique and exclusive access to ground
breaking 4th Industrial Revolution (4IR) technologies developed
by the Centre for Citizenship, Enterprise and Governance
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The next decade will witness
the rise of major disruptive
fintech influencers
•

4IR (DLT, AI, IoT, 5G)

•

Tokenisation

•

Non-financial currencies

•

UN 17 SDG’s
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Values Enabler is at the heart of the development of new instruments in fintech trends 2020 - 2030
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MARKETS

US$ 103
trillion

Crowd Funding
Retail participation

Impact Finance
Purposeful investment

Smart Cities
Circular economies

Affinity Points
Brand loyalty

Quantum Computing
Resolving barrier challenges

Crypto Exchange
Non-institutional

These new
markets are
together 10x
greater than the
internet

THE

Values Enabler (VE) forecasted
performance 2025

VE $1.32 trillion market

6
Crowd Funding $ 15 billion
x 3% VE share requiring
SDG metrics

5
Orphaned Tokens $ 36
billion x 30% VE share
recovered through
Quantum Computing

4
Smart Cities $ 238 billion x
15% VE share of social
transformation market run by
circular economy modelling

OPPORTUNITY

1
DLT Bank – $ 25 billion
financial assets within 5
years leveraging $603 billion
non-financial assets x 100%
VE share

2
Unredeemed Affinity
Points from retail brands $ 500 billion x 50% VE
share

3
Token Exchange - $ 360
billion x 100% VE share
annual trading from well
established business model

The Ultimate Goal: The Seratio DLT Open Bank
Impact Banking
Values Enabler is preparing to
launch a London based
PRA/FCA registered fully
licensed bank (detailed
whitepaper on our website)
with 35 staff roles identified
with preliminary appointments.
This is a blended asset banking
model of everything that has
value – money, gold, land,
diamonds … but also social
impact, soft power, happiness,
smart cities, etc. Values
Enabler is able to capture the
Total Value, not just the
financial value.

Orphaned Tokens
There are 4 million bitcoins (currently worth US$ 35 billion),
7000 ETH (currently worth US$ 1.2 billion) and other
cryptocurrencies that are ‘lost’ to the system. Most of these
lost tokens are either due to incorrect wallet addresses or
errors in blockchain verification. Previously it has not been
economic to find these missing cryptocurrencies but with the
advent of quantum computing the power to cost ratio has
substantially increased and inevitably a proportion of lost
cryptocurrencies can be discovered like any unmined asset.
This is a university research project at BCU 4IR Research
Centre using their extensive quantum computing resources.
The recovered tokens will be donated to the SDG’s with a
mining fee to Values Enabler.

Unredeemed Affinity Points
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Impact Crowd Funding
Crowd funding has revolutionized the funding of
companies and projects with a social mission, the most
successful attracting celebrities to their worthy cause.
Initial Coin Offering (ICO) has revolutionized full profit
ventures with funding levels many times normally
associated with Crowd Funding, with very few mainstream
VIP’s supporting cryptocurrencies. Values Enabler have
brought these 2 separate funding instruments together to
form a supra-instrument with not only the advantages of
both, but eradicating the disadvantage of each, whilst
introducing completely new features unique to including
Values Enabler post-investment controls, celebrity
endorsements and immediate liquidity not normally
associated with unlisted companies. Post investment
liquidity will be provided by the Values Enabler Exchange..
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There are US$ 500 billion unredeemed
loyalty points affiliated to major retail
brands who also adhere to the UN SDG’s.
We have developed the technology to
unlock those unredeemed points
through tokenisation of the brand
loyalty scheme and allowing them to be
invested and donated towards the SDG’s
within the existing legacy systems of
major retail giants. Values Enabler has a
% of the token monetisation at the point
of exchange.

Smart Cities Platform
Cities operate a 24 hr blended paradigm of
private, public, NGO and community sectors
run by local government authorities. Smart
cities utilize 4th Industrial Revolution
Tehnologies of IoT, AI, DLT and 5G to achieve
specific government led strategic outcomes.
Values Enabler is developing a token based
intelligent system to transact these hyperlocal
values and value in order to achieve a
scalable and sustainable circular economy in
equilibrium.

The crypto exchange marketplace is well known for
trading very large financial value. Binance, a company
which founded in 2017 with 5 people, is now
capitalised over US$ 1 billion and trading on average
US$ 2.85 billion per day in 2019. Thirty-day trading
volumes on even lesser exchanges started in the last
24 months are typically more than US$ 30 billion.
Non
Exchanges are the focus of all crypto activity but
Financial
Retail, brands,
there is space for a new exchange that not only
community, private,
trades financial assets with impact but also noncorporate, religious,
procurement, energy,
financial assets. Values Enabler wishes to implement
government, NGO’s,
etc
such an exchange which has already been developed
at CCEG but not yet gone live due to regulatory
uncertainty in 2018. In 2020, however, the G20 are
due to agree a regulatory framework having worked
on it since their meetings in November 2018 in
Buenos Aires, as well as in Osaka in June 2019.
All above opportunities are dependent on
Centralized
the implementation of the developed
Transaction
fees, regulator
exchange (described here) which was
external
designed with completed coding in October compliant,
Application Protocol
Interfaces
2018, with adaptation for each of the
above applications via separate API’s
(application protocol interfaces). Each of
these components will have its own
timescale and funding.

Financial
Crypto and FIAT
(state)
currencies

Decentralized
Peer to peer.
transparent,
distributed, market
specific hybrids

The token exchange is a
tried and tested business
which is highly generative.
We aim to establish the
exchange in the UK under
Financial Conduct Authority
(FCA) regulations which will
involve a hybrid between a
centralized and
decentralized exchange.
Regulations will be
introduced within the year
ensuring the Values Enabler
Exchange will be the only
UK compliant trading
platform going into this
decade. With the highly
desired London financial
hub USP, we believe Values
Enabler Exchange will
become the exchange of
choice for institutions as
they embrace
cryptocurrency and impact
investments.

Values Enabler Architecture Features

THE FINANCIAL / NON–FINANCIAL EXCHANGE

SCHEDULE
The Values Enabler proposition is segmented but fully deliverable within 4 years
with first revenues in month 13 of the Values Enabler Exchange. Challenger Banks
can obtain PRA licenses within 12 months if capital reserve of £200m is available
during that process, otherwise challenger banks can take up to 4 years to establish

Bank

Affinity
Orphan
Crowd
Exchange
12 months to
launch

18m to obtain
FCA license

24 months to
resolving
algorithms

36m to full
commercial roll
out

6-12m for
e-License.
12-48m for full
banking license

Tokenisation
It is now standard for crypto exchanges to have
their own internal currency to pair with other
tokens; Binance, for example, has BNB as its own
native coin. Values Enabler will use CCEG’s Seratio
tokens, SER financial and Microshare non-financial
(MCR) as native coins. In 2017 CCEG conducted an
official ICO (Initial Coin Offering) raising UK£ 9.5m
under FCA guidance – the only ICO to have done
so ever (before and since).
This is a unique opportunity to equity invest into
Values Enabler Limited attracting benefits from all
the above projects with more to come such as
impact measurement, token consulting and
services to Sovereign Funds. In addition, equity
investors will receive Founders Tokens being
issued by Values Enabler proportional to their
equity holding without any further investment.
The value of these tokens is expected to rise as
the various projects come to fruition.

A
Founders
25% Founders,
staff, advisors

B
Investors
25% private and
public rounds

C

Foundation
50% used for SDG
projects

ACTING CHAIR
Muftah Benomran, native Arabic
speaker who works with high
profiles people in the Middle
East governments. He has a
track record of leading teams of
professionals and developing
and setting up large scale,
visionary projects in the Middle
East. He has a strong record of
working closely with clients and
delivering high quality projects
which meet and exceed client
expectations. He understands
the policy landscape, he
translate the vision to reality

Values Enabler Team

CEO
Maryam Taghiyeva - Zeynalova
MA, aged 27, is currently Chief
Systems Architect at CCEG. An
exceptional individual, having
won the All-Russia Olympiad for
Mathematics at the age of 14,
with 2 bank patents at the age of
21, and speaking English,
Russian, Azerbaijani, Turkish.
She has a first degree in
computer science, and an MA
from Warwick. In her spare time
she currently is President of
Integration of Azerbaijani Youth
to Europe organisation, a
government appointment. She is
the author of many papers and
an international speaker on
blockchain and cryptocurrency
circuits

NED
Olinga Ta’eed PhD FIoD is
Professor in Blockchain at
Birmingham City University,
Founder and Director of CCEG,
Chief Editor of Frontiers in
Blockchain with 485 editors. He
sits on the 7-person Chinese
Ministry of Commerce ‘China ECommerce Blockchain
Committee’ which has oversight
of US$ 103 trillion of the market,
and is lead advisor to UK HMRC
and All-Party Parliamentary
Committee on Blockchain. He
retired in 2008 from a successful
private sector career with 9000
staff and companies on NASDAQ
and LSM

Measuring NonFinancial Value
•
•
•
•
•

Leading Think Tank
162,500 members
S/E Ratio theory
Impact Metrics
University Research

Currency of Finacial
and Non-Financial
Value
•
•
•
•
•

Seratio Blockchain
Seratio Crypto
Seratio Ecosystem
Seratio Exchange
Academic Journals

Alignment to UN 17
SDG's
•
•
•
•
•

Values Enabler
TTP Procurement
5G Data
University 4IR Centre
Other consortiums

The Centre for Citizenship, Enterprise and Governance (CCEG) is the world’s leading think tank on the movement of value
(measurement, transaction and delivery) with c. 165,000 members. Founded in the UK in 2011, a decade of work has established
CCEG’s international reputation to capture Ideology in Code. CCEG is able to digitally measure non-financial intangible soft values such
as love, happiness, hope, empowerment … convert the measures into hard financial value, and all this through Fast Data. This allows
the trading of non-financial and financial assets on a common basis and through the same well-established instruments. The current
focus is to establish consortiums who are keen to use 4th Industrial Revolution Technologies (4IR – DLT, AI, IoT, 5G) to implement the
agreed ideology inherent within the 17 United Nations SDG’s and to increase the circular economies within their sector via
tokenisation for their industry, establish common certification through blockchain, nudging customer behaviour through AI,
integrating into everyday things through IoT, and scaling through 5G.

Muftah.Benomran@cceg.org.uk
+44 7956 923243
Values Enabler is a UK registered company
focused on recovering lost value in wholesale
markets. The analogy in oil extraction, for
example, is that currently only 35% is
retrieved but new technologies are
discovering more efficient ways of recovering
oil where it used to be inefficient to extract. In
a similar manner 4IR is now allowing us to
recover greater value from existing assets.
Values Enabler Ltd is located at, and will utilise
the resources of Birmingham City University
4IR Research Centre which is a partnership
between BCU and CCEG launched in February
2020. BCU has 24,000 students across 80
countries situated in Birmingham, the single
largest city in Europe.
Ultimately, Values Enabler aims to deliver a
world where non-financial assets, driven by
our values, will drive the financial asset class.
We are endeavouring to close the $2.5 trillion
gap for the United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals.

ABOUT
CCEG History
2011-2020
363 man-years work
£10.9m funding
2016 external
valuation of £40m
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